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ABSTRACT
Clasroom teachers need to make sound judgments and

.
decisions. concerning curricular and instructional issues. Thy
-teachers who wish to become more effective n the classtaom should
learn tc develop their own research designs since educational'
research reported' in .journals is often inconclusive, conflicting, or
not relevant to the classrodm teachers. Experimental studies can be
particularly helpful to teachers if they investigatd the effects of
variables such as textbooks, tests, and homework assignments on one

.cr more other variables suCh.....as student knowledge, student attitudes;
and length .of 'time required to complete a-test or homework
assignment. Factors to be considered when designing an experimental
study g experimental, validity (comparing and contrasting
results with results from a control group or situation) , internal
validity (extent to which the observed effect Appears to be due to
one's experimentation), and external Validity (determination of
persons and circumstances to which the results appl'y). The conciusiQn
is that teachers can do, valid classroom research if they combine

Irsimple descriptive statistics with common sense and exercise care in.
maintaining experimental validity when they gather information.
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Why should a classroom teacher do research? Realistically, not ,with the.
intent of making a :contribution to Scientific (with a capital S) knowledge,

_the systematic explanations of phenomena that are labeled "theory": Teachers'
other professional interests legitimately consume so much of,their time and en,-
ergy that little of either is left over for conceptualizing scientificstudies
and seeking the resources to carry them out. HoweVer, teachers arainstrbc-
tional decl.sion-makers for whom systematic data can be of Considerable assist.:
ance. Much relevant information is not available, unless teachers gather it
through their atown efforts. The findings of educational resea reported yin
journals are top_oftan inconclusive, conflicting, or not pert'0vent tdthe, ,

mat4terS that cc:if:cern...teachers either in building instructional' programs. or in
interacting with students day -by -day. (The,lack of fruitfulness of research
in social studies education has been most recently documented by. Wiley,:l977.)

,. v,Teachers who want data as a basis for decision-making will have to produce
much of it themselves. To do so scientifically (with a FOWer case s); system=,
atically and objectively, is poSsible, even within the constraints-pf,the
teaching situation. ,

.,f
,..

t
Variations of experimental studies--i.e., studies,tn Whicli some -Variable.

(e.g., the textbook, the quantity or quality of resource materials;,types of ,.

film, types of homework assignments, types of itemeon tests) is.investigated .,

in order to determine its effect op one Or more other Variablesl (e.g., student

' knowledge, student attitudes, proportion of completed homework, length of time
to complete a test)--hold the most promise for 'teachers who are interested in

. improving, their instructional effectiveness. , In designing such studies-, there
are some common sense notions--educational researchers talk 4bout them using' .

rather -technical language--which can be helpful in74roducing"fialid results.

Experimental Validity2

Experimentation as a means of gathering information depends on,-,among other-
/

.

*Paper. prepared for a section- meeting, "Teacher Research in the Classroom:
How to Do It", annuals meetZngof the National Council for the Social Studies,
Houston, Novetber 23;'.1.978(.'

1
The first type of variahlIllis.typically called an independent variable, or

a treatment variable.' The second is called a dependant variable, because the
researcher wants to know if yalties on it (e.g., numIrr o correct answers on a
test are dependent upontha treatment variable.

9

2
The folloWing discussion relies heavily on a classic analysis of research

by Donald T. 'e!ampbell and Julian C. Stanley, first published in the Handbook of
researchon teaching. (edited by N.L. Gagetand published by Rand McNally, 1963) as

lik

Chap. 4; "ExpetiMental and. quasi-experiment ra designs fo research'on teaching".-
The chapter has-been reprinted as.a 4eplrat aperback book by RandMtNally.with
the shorter titjp,Experimental and quasi-experimental designs for-research.

.
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things,. being able to make comparisons and contrasts, Imagine,', for example,

a teacher teaching an ."Energy and'the Environment" Unit for the first,time.
She wants to know whether student knowledge about alternative sources of fuel is

is greater as a result of the unit. SJe teaches the unit to onerof her classes

and givqs -them a final exam. The teacher has used what is often referred to

as the'ne=8rO142, posttest.design. Sheiknows, the students' scores on the final

exam; bait, without some basis for comparison,,she does not know if her students'

scores aielany, or much, different than they would have been without the unit.

(She may.24 of course, make an "intuitive" comparison--such as to the information
indicatedby the -students' comments prior to studying the unit, Such observa-

tions are important sources of information, but they are fraught with opportun-
ities for invalid conclusions.) ti

To improve her design, the teacher might decide to obtain another set of
scores from her students to compare against the final exam scores. For, example,

she ,could administer a test. to her students before the unit and then compare
scores on the final exam to those pretest scores. This would be what is termed

a one-2ar2uR, Rretest-Tosttest desio. It is somewhat better than the one- group,

posttest design, but not miteh To understand why, it is helpful to consider

some of those common sense notions that educational researchers have about/de-
signing studies to get valid results- -i.e., so as to have experimental

Internal Validit_y.

Experimental validity is commonly Considered- to have two aspects--internal

4I?
validity and external validity. Internal validity has to do with the extent

to which you can assume that any observed effect gains on the test 9f
knowledge of alternative Euel,sources) is due to your treatment; or, put con-
versely, the extent to whith you can assume that thee treatment's effect has
been observed (it might he, for'exampie, that students learned from the unit
on energy, but for one reason ox another the ldarndng was not reflected in the

test scores.) External validity has,to do with the exte,At to which, you can
generalize yolgr finding(s) beyond' the partiCular study fl.om which they were

_obtained. (E.g., if the students gained in their knowledge of fuel sources,

-Can the teacher Assume thae'she will attain the same results using.the unit

with future es?) _Internalvplidity is rhe`more important of the two,

because unless 4,4 e can he fairly C.eK,tain that his or her treatment ads haft t4he

dOir d'effect; it is meaningaeks.to ask with whom or under what condition,the

effe t can ,Pe expected to occ6r-.
2

J

112T-eats to Internal Validity. Being aware of several common threats to
internalvalidfty can help, teachers to design studies that will provide more.
reliable infQdiaation forLhey decision-making purposes. The one-group, pre-
test-posttest deign,' mentioned above, is subject to most of the threats.that

need to-be .considered. Let us assume that the-teacher-using the Energy and
Envirdnment Unit oltained as large. a gain in scores from the pretest to the

posttest as she had'hoped for. What might accoant for the gain oqier than the

treatmeqI (the unit)? ,

One theat to the inter 1 validity of per result is testing. it may be
that taking the pretest.affected the students in some way (they learned



the names of various fuels from reading the multiple choice items, or
taking the test alerted them to news items they wouldn't have noticed
otherwise, or the testpiqued their interest so that they sought read-
ings about fuels outside of class), so that what looked like a gain due
to the unit waS really due to taking the test. Also, if a test is not
Valid- -i.e., if it does not measure the teacher's instructional goals,
treatment effectiveness, or lack of it, may not be detected.'

Another threa:t to interpal validity iswhat researchers call history:
Thisterm is used technically Co refer to experiefices)ther than the
treatment variable that Vie students might have between the tme a
treatment starts and the time it ends. (Social studies teachers are
used to thinking of history as what haS nappened in the past, e.g., what
,had happened.to the students-before a newunit is taught!;' Those'prior-

experienceimay be a threat to validity, but .researchers talk about
that under the term "selection'', which we will discuss shortly.) For

example of the students in the Energy Unit teacher's class ma)
have watched a TV special on energy during the duration of the unit, with

'that experience accounting'for their_better scores on-the final exam.

Another_,possibl hreat to internal validity is instrument decay. That

is, changes i t test (e.g., if different pretest and posttests were used)

or in scoring the est might produce a change in scores. The latter

source of instrument decay is a particularly likely threat. If a teacher,

knows which are the preteSts and which are the posttests, she or he may,

consciously or unconsciously tend to-score them differently. Fot ex-

ample, an expectation that students will do better on the posttest'
might affect one's scoring judgments. Scoring "blind" (without know-
ing which are the pre.- and which the poSttests) is a good idea.

Other threats to internal validity are not likely to have affected th

-resnts:of th Energy Unit Research. Nevertheless, they bear mention because of

their applica lity to other research studies that teacherS Might want, to do.

Cad

One such threat is maturation. That is, some imes an observed effect is
Slue to changes in' the students, that occur as a function-of the passing

of time. For example, if Piaget is cdYrect we can expect children to

:Move from-the preoperationaq stage of thinking to'the'concrete operation-

-allstage at about age'seven. Imagine a teacher who throughout the year

uses a set of exercises with her second grade class, hoping tb increase

the students' ability to think concrete operational terms. To det-er-

in she uses the one-group, plgetest-posttest design. She

fin s a 'large average 'gainiin scores; but, t14 gain miiht be due only to
nopirrt maturation rather thanto' her exercises.

Maturation cad have a deleterious effect, too., Fatigue or hunger

are considered paturation processes:- If, for example, the Energy and '1'

r.



_EnvirOnMent Unit4was taught in the kee-IfttrnoOn.when students were

fatigued, that :fatigue .might counter any'positive,effectst'of the unit.

4110

Another threat. to internal'validity is Chat of statistical regression.

This threat has'a rather complex statistical explaRation,sbutTit also can-

be explained' inva fairly common sense way. 'Stitistically, we say that

students who had extreme scores on a pretest,Al have scores closer to

the group mean (;the arithmetic average) on the posttest, even witlibut

treatment. Let us say, for example, that our Energy Unit teacher is es-
pedially interesC"ed in helping slow" students do better. So she ad-

minister's r pretest and later selectsfor analysis those students'who

I, did most oorly on it (perhaps those who had the bottom ten percent of

with s mean posttest score. She would likely find a gain, bec use we/
the sco s). She compares the mean pretest score 'of this select d group

h

would expect the scores of the students tOiove towarPthegroup mean--
i-e.,0to be-higher in this case. That expectation can,' as I;mentioned,'

be explained statistically. Butthat involves getting into such matters

as normal proebifitfAistributions.'.0n a more common sense level, we.can
think of the students 1.dho got the lowest ten perCent of scores as probably

knowing less than many of the other students, but also as likely to have

'',,x

had "bad lucO>on the .first -taking of the testthey...guessed poorly or
.

.

happened Co be especially fatigued or emotionally upset for some reason. .

On the postteSt, they are likely to have better "luck" while other students

have "bad luck ". So, khile the selected group of students will still
have low scores,their scores will tend to be somewhat better'than on

the pretest (even if they had not-.been exposed tO 010 energy unit).. They

will have mdved toward the meanand other "low knowledge" students who

-1
had "bad luck" on the second testing will have even lower scores..'

.

Note that ydie tegvession effect worksayboth ends of the diStribu-

)
cion. If'the teacher had picked the-ten pecent of students with the highT

est scores on the pretest, their postcest,cores would likely have gone .

Adown.' She might have concluded that the treatment was not effeCtive with

"bright" students. But the notion 'of "good luck" is as applicable to
students who would. do well anyway as the notion of'"badJuCk".is to stu-
dentn,who do poorly. Just as some students w.ould be in the bottqm ten
percent- beCause of "bad luck", some _would be in. the top_ten percent be-

cau of '.'-good luck", and their scores would 'be, likely to move toward the

mean on the posttest. .-,

/
- .., *
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may 'be obscured.

regression. The major message is, however; .Be careful when ampafirig pre-
and poSttest scores for 'students selected because of extreme pretest (or,

no:Qc:rsseo'cia:::::::::::::::::: d:s.t"msa:ioa:poefars-ttah:its::::1

c
...

' ther:hissUcis,a
treatment had an effect when-there was none; or an effect that did occur'

.

- .
.

...-Y
. 6

'Two More Threats and Design Considerations. What to do about-these threats?
The.resear&ler's answer has been to add one or more comparison gr,oups to the de-.

sign.. Theserar6nften celled control groUps, althoughthlet'can be e,misnomer, as

it suggests thatnoNhing happens'. totheM, Tien in reality they-usually receive.
-1-

,,some.alternative treatment. ---.__-. . ..

, 1- 4 e
1
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One."comParison group" design that is .used on occasion provides.an opportunity
to discuss two more threats to internal validity. it is called the static group
dosignIn this design, two "natural" groups are compared-one of whidh has had
the treatment of interest,.the other of which has not--but with no opportunity-
to adminiSter a pretest. For example, the end-of-the-year standardized achieve-'
meat scores of a group of students who were part of a class that included a
political participation project might be compared against the scores of other
students id"the school who'took a social studies course without such a project.

0

Lack of control over-how students got in the project class might result
in differential selection, a threat to internal validity. If, for ex-
ample, students were free to.chodse which class they enrolled in, their
reasons for enrolling in the .participation class or the other might be
based on factors related to achievement tese performance, such as intere0-
in social studies. There would be no way to'establish .that 'the goups
are equivalent, for in whatever other ways they May be similar, the
students are different in one crucial regard--one group signed up .for'
the project class, the other didn't. Effects might be-due to the.treat-.
ment (the participation project)or'to the initial differences in the
groups.

,Sometimes experimental mortality is a't.hreat to internal validity, tap.
_Here Mortality is not used in the sel4ge,of studentS'or teachers d iig,
but in the sense that there may .lis a,d ferential loss of skidents from

P
the groups cOmpared. For examp dent' did not kdow about 'the .
political participation project 4, and were allewed'Ia drop -the
class if they wished after. Tinditfg i)-,IAt it, thatAmuld bo Pxpeiki-.

mental mortJeity. Jus4 as WathAe4/reAnT selection, mortaity means
that the groups 'may'be different inAilipbfAnrways (tie importance depends,
of course, an flo.wman,., studen g.,drop bru't.:And on he!,Vdifferent they are from

.

those who stay) which are of en1 nearly,,impos4Keto determine with any
precision. What appears .tO -11-a.:differel,nAdue'te treatment maysiMply
be the result A losing stiff ,eats,: '.: ....

r
Where possible, reseLr-eheravotad like to Select.their.oWn treatment and

control (or alternative treatment) groups. :In particular, the best procedure
is one that endures that students are randomly selected to the groups. This

could be done by pulling names out of a hat, ass well as by the'statistically
sophisticated use of.a table of random numbers. Any procedure'that.ensures
that each person has an equal chance of being chosen for eachoof. the groups
satisfactory. ,Randemseletion.giiarantees that there will be''OWy chance di

ferences between the, groups..

Of,course,.-once in a while,ilhance ctifferenceS ,between groups wilFbe large.
For example, even though there are twenty girls and' twenty boys in the group ..from
which .an experimental and a control (of alternative. treatment) group are".chosen,-

l
an0._..6 random process is followed, by chance a large,proporei.On-of the girls
might end up on'one group and a large proportion of boys in the.othe'r.
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Stratification on a characteristic such as sex can be 'helpful in e;L-

.suring'that it will.be properly reKesented in both gtoups. That is,

the girls and boys can be treated like-two Ilifferent groups (i.*e., strat-

"Pitied) for purposes of selection, with the random selection proces4 ap
plied to ona,goup first ,and then to the other. Multi-strata calvhe'

used. For example, prior tcAelection for a Energy Unit:study., the groups
of boys and girls could be further stratified according to whether they
had previously taken a biology course or not.

.Matching can 4yq,8 be ail.aid at times,,.,, To ensure -that all IQ levels are
represented-in.both groups, a teacher could rank all of the students
according to their IQ scores, put into pairs-those with the closest rank-
.ings, and them randomly assign (perhaps by flipping a Fain) the members

of each pair to the experimental or control group. One Might also want
to match on.other.variables, such as tPA. But when two or more matching
variables are used*, problems often occur because good fitting pairs can-

not be found. Thereis always the studerit witan IQ of 14kand a D- CPA,
or'an'A GPA and-an IQ of 90,who has no Counterpart.

Also, of 'course, matching can be done within strata (e.g.,.match
boys on IQ, andthenrandomly select the.rgroups;, and,do the same'for the
girls...) When only one or two stratificatiowlvariables,ana one or two
matching variables are used, .the .prc3 edure is not too cumbersome; but

it can easily get out ol hand.

If random selection of students for the experimental 'and control (or
alternative treatment,) groups is possible, a major step has been taken toward
controlling many.of the threats to internal validity, because it can be assumed
that there are only chance differences between the groups. ,(If stratification
and/or Matching can be used sensibly, all the better.). For example, the threat
ofmaturation is neaticcOnO:olled. by randomization, as is differential selection.
So is statistical regression, if the students with extreme scores are rando9ly
selected_ into the experimental and control groups. Then the,tendency for the
person's scores to move toward the mean on the., second tesring will be expected

to operate equally (within chance differences) on both groulis, and any change
for the 03perimental-group above and beyond that of the control group maybe
Attributed to.th'e treatment--if other threats to internal validith-have,been

controlled. The same is true for, testing. 'Any effect of the pretest should
Ibe present ,for, both the experimental'and.control groups, so any'gain by the
experimental group overthe control groupsmay be attributed'to the treatment--

-

if no other threat accounts for it.
% *

History and mortality. -are not controlled -'so neatly.. For example,. the

location of a classrOom may cause a history effect not controlled.by randpm[4-
selectiov--perhaFtk p positive _effect if right.next,to the school media-center

a negative one if.right next to,a classroom in 1.3hich 'another teacheg has trou-

blecontrollimg..the'students. And the means of_selection will, not keep stu-
4ents.from dropping out, especially from voluntary programs. <Sometimes rate

of dropouts is .a relevant dependent variable.) If the dropout rave ,from an
experimental or contreLgrOup. seems high, it is-a gqod.idea to neck the
Characteristics of those-dropping--e.g., pretest scores, 4MA, reading scores,

O

..
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sex--to see if t y,differ ieromthe students who stay anrthus_might have an
effect on your results.

Of course, while random assi ment is a major assist in securing valid
research-resuIts-and therefore, worth emphasizing--teachers often canftot
randomly assign students for their research projects. Nevertheless, instances
-where-it is possible to,do so should not-be overlooked. For example, ina team

.

teaching setEing we. were once able tolissigastudents randomly to small group
sessions in which different discussi511-styles were used. And in studies in-
volving the manipulation of materials with students,unaware of the diffdrences
in mate-fialsi,randomiza0iqn is sometimes readily accomplished.- For example?
if a teacher. wanted to know_whether putting the essay items first on a test
containing essay and dtjective.items made a difference in student performance

formats

attitudes.toward the test, the test could be made up, in the-two
formats and-handed out to students on a random basis: Such a design is dif7

ficult to use if students can observe eqch'others materials. The teacher
needs to be ready with an'explanntion when Johnny cries but, "But Billy has .

a different test than I do!,"

Even without random' selection, the use of a comparison group can be,
helpful hp interpreting your research results. With awareness of the poten-
tial threats,to,internal validity, use your good judgment to obtain a control

group that is as similar .as possible-to your treatment group. And, even if
you cannot-select individpalstudents, you may be able to decide randomly- -

'say, by the flip of a coin --which of the two groups will be given the special
treatment that is to be 92ealuated.,...,Then gather any indications of 4itlal
group. differences again, such. as, pretest scores, GPA,--;-sex, reading scores- -

and-.take these into account in weighing your results.

There are- statistical techniques for adjusting group posttest means to

take into account nitiol differenc'es such as on the pretest. But teachers
doing research will often not know about such teChniqueS or have the facilities
or the time to do the computations. That need not be a serious disa4Aantnge.
In fact, no't relying on statistical analysis can be an advantage in that it
forces you to examine your data. % You should specify ahead of time how much

toff .a gain by your treatment group over, iour'cOntrol group would satisfy you
that the reatment-was.§ufficiently effective to be continq,ed. You probably
would want to anticipate a larger 'gain 4.f the new treatment was costly-in
money_or your time--than if not. Then, first,, compare the treatment group's
pretest scores with its posttest scores .(to make certain a gain occurred);
second, compare the treatment group posttest scores with those for your control

group to determine that the difference reaches your criterion. Then, interpret
the result careful4, taking into, account any potential threats to internal
validity--espeeidally differentiaF'selection.

And whenever possible replicate your study. That is, do it.again--on

different groups, in different seal terr-to see if the same results occur.
The more times they do, the more con iiience you can feel in the treatment.

Other Designs. 'Tottiiis point, I have emphasized the use of two or more

groups in order to have a basis for comparison to deterthine if your treatment
(-"N

9
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did have an effect. There are singe group designs that can be valid and useful
for the teacher, because they Mow the demonstraCion,of effects. One of these
designs is very powerful if you are concerned with behavior that is repetitiv'e
and can come and go- -such. is disruptive classroom behavior--rather than learn-,
ings that are more lastingji.e:, not readily'subject to reversal- -such. as being
able to explain the functions of separation of powersl.in our governmental system),
This design is often calledthe ABA design. With it, one first obtains.an
estimate of the behavior to be changed. This might involve counting the number
of times that students are 'out of their seats r.luring. several class periods. These

pretreatment data are called the baseline. It is the base for comparison.- Next,

the treatment is introduced (e.g., allowing students to talk to.a buddy for five
minutes at the beginning of the next class period if they stay in their seat
for a specified period of time) and out-of-seat behavior is counted again. "If the

j frequency goes cloWn, you may assume the treatment had an effect. To provide
a further test, the treatment is,removed,'ad the number of times that students
are out of their seats is counted again. If the out-of-seat instances go up,
then there is strong evidence that it was the treatment keeping them in their
seats during the experimental period. There, are, then, three phases in the ABA

design--the baseline phase (the first A)., the ,reatment phase (the $) ,and the

measurement phase following withdrawal of'treatment (the second A). \

An alternative design is available in cases where the students might react
to withdrawal of the treatment ("How cOme we aren't ,getting to talk for staying__
.in,our seats 'like we didllast week?") or the outcome of interest wouldn't be
expected, to change as the result of withdrawing the treatment7I(one w'ouldn't
expect students who learned to explain separation of powers through a special re-
inforcement program to forget the explanaltion when the reinforcement was.removed).
This design is called multiple - baseline design., Again, baseline data are col
lected, but the treatment is introduced to different students or groups of
students at different times to see if change occurs with introduction Of the
treatment. This design could be used when, for example, the, teacher had two
or

.

more classes, all studying the same subject area'.

The above designs are variations of what is termed the time series design.

In a time series study, the dependent variable is assessed at different points
in time prior to the treatment.. Then the treatment is introduced, and-More
measurements of the dependent variable are obtained.' The series of measurer,
ments (often the means of the various assessments) is studied to deLermine if
there was a change 'in pattern following the treatment. (The nature of the expect-

,'
ed change should be predicted beforehand is a basis for demonstrating that the
treatment had an anticipated effect.) The study to determine a way to keep
students in their seats would fit this design well, perhaps better than the
ABA design. aunts of out-of-seat behavior could be taken on several consec-
utive days, the treatment introduced, and counts of instances or out-of-seat
behavior continued for several more days while. the treatment 'continued. If ,

out-of-seat behavior went down and stayed down as predicted, following 'the
introduction of the treatment, this would be powerful evidence for the effec-
tiveness of.l.the treatment.. Of course, it would be important te) check behavior
for a sufficiently long period of time to ensure that the result was not a
transient one, /

away, for example, when the newness of the treatment wore
is th other groups is important with time - series studies be-

s especially vulnerable to' the threats of history., Could

lit

off. Replica
cause,this deaf

/
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something else, such as a stern reprimand .and threat of punishment by'the
privipal,.have ,caused thu change? instrument dtcuy must also be guarded
against. For example, 00er the period of time could the teacher simply
have become careless about counting times out.of seat?

Some Comments. -It is not likely that youWill be'able to control all
of the potential threats to internal validity in your classroom research.
But then, educational researche'rs can rarely do so in their studies either,
especially when they are working in applied areas. By being aware of the
threats, however,'you can maku some design decisions to help avoid them. And
such awareness can also help you in interpreting your findings. Your knowledge
of your students, your school, and your community will be invaluable as you
.decide ifany of the threats may have contaminated your results. You will
probably want to be circumspect in drawing conclusions from your results if
they have not been replicatecbon more than one group and for more than one
unit or semester. Such replication is important not only for building your
confidence in whatever treatment effects you have observed, but in deciding,
if they came out as you wished, how generalizable they are. That takes this
discussion t'C1 the other aspect of experimental validity--external validity.

External Validity (4,

The basic question of external validity is, To what persons and'to what
circumstances do yourresults apply ?T The answer to this-question requires;
first of all, a careful', common sense look at the studerits in your research
group(s), Are'they like the other students with whom-you would like to use
the materials, teaching method, or whatever you are trying out?. (I.e., do
they represent the population of interest to you?) Is there anything about
the students in your treatment group that bight make the materials, etc.
work especially well or poorly? Or, is your-control group such (e.g., poor-
ly motivated) that it makes your .treatment effect appear greater than it.

; is?4 An excellent way to answer these questions, aside,from-your own best
judgment, is to replicate your study. Repeat it with different groups,
especially from one school year to the next.

A critical' aspect of external validity is you, the teacher. If you
are not interested in advocating that other teachers use your experimental
treatment, your problems,of generalization are simplified. You will not
have to worry atrout how representative you Are of other teachers. But the
external validity of your results as they apply to your future use of the
treatment have to do with the way in which you handled the independent
variable., You should, try to be .certain that you are conscious of the way
in 'which you administered the treatment. If, for example, you are interested
in the extent to which different tpes"of homework assignments result.in

-3External validity is discussed in Campbell and Stanley (1963). A
more extended treatment is available in Bracht and GlasEi (1968). Also, many
educational research textbooks will discug% both internal and external
validity in g e. ter detail thamq could in this paper.

4Such an instance is reported in Oliver and Shaver (1974, Appendix, Sec-
tions 2 and 3).
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,students completing their work on time, you need to be certain about the
important dimenions of assignment giving, so that you can later do .so Yn
the same way. For instance, were t/he assignm'ents given orally, in a mimeo-
graphed handout, or written on the blackboard; at the beginning or the end
of-class, etc.? Basically, the de,scription of the independent variable is
critical so that the effe( s of its use can he anticipated validly in future
classroom use, And/or so that. it can he replicated for further research that

might be desired:

Other threats to external validity have to do mbredirectly with the
environment you establish; consciously or not, for your research. For

example, if.you tell your students that they are part of.a piece of research
you are doing, this could 'lead to several threats to external and internal
validity. One.is the lawthorne Effect._ That is, your students may behae
differently because theyknow they are part of an experiment. The counter
to the Hawthorne Eff6ct is the 'Ibhn Henry Effectstudents who know they
are in J control group may,wOrk haruerto do ivell because they are not
going to be shown up by the experimental students. There also is the ex-.

.Perpmenter effect. You may convey your expectations to the students in
, way that influenceS their behavior. Any of these three effects may pro-.
duce a ahange'in the students that is mistaken for the effect of the.treat-
ment (internal validity). Because these effeCts are less likely ct,o0ur

in future use of Your experimental treatment, they are threts toexernar
validity.

The solotic;n to the Hawthorne and John Henry effects is either to con7
ceal from the stud42nts that they are partrof a research project or to build
that impression into future uses.of the treatment. The latter might involve
trying to capitalize on the Hawthorne effect by becoming known as an in-

novative, experimental teacher.
.

Related to the Hawthorne effect is the novelty and distuption'effect.
If your treatment is a new, novel experience for the students, or if it up-
sets the usual classroom routine, that may affect your results. /ou may

not be able to generalize to later classes you teach for whom the treatment

has become commonplace.

You also need to be sensitive to multiple treatment eftectq. ese are

effects produced by exposure of students to two or more frea,p-men. To go

hack to the Energy and-Invironment Unit: If the teacher -had just completed
with the students an experimental unit on "Population and $tarvation", it
could be that positive results that seem due to the Energy unit are the re-
sult of the combined effects of-the two units. She may be ',able to generalize
only to situations in which students study both units.- In a sense; this be-

comes a question of selection'(i.e., to what populationcan,she 'generalize?)--
or, Out differently, of- a selection by treatment. interaction. That is, there

was a combined effect of prior experience and the unit. This sort of inter-
aetiorf might occur for otherreasonsd.g., because the experimental students
were especially able academically or had other characteristics that made the

treatment more effective. Replicating a research study with groups of'stu-
dents- who have differing characteristics, such qg, you might encounter in: /-

your classes, helps to establish generaltzabiliiy. You might also want to
'look at the results for differen't subgroups within the experimental class(es)

.





to see if there was,an int raetion effect. For example, did boys and girls,

learn equally well with th Energy Unit? :(Boys! concerns with.cars might
make' them more i4erested in potential fuel scarcities', -for example.)

his,t.oty and treatment may interact That is, the Energy Unit
mighe2be=effect0Ae only bfecaUse of curfenc.'medi'a; at'tention'to an <energy crisis.-
The:Same effeetivenesS-could not be expected.without such media,"assistarice."

!

Testing Waist) very'importantto.external validity,' as it is to internal
Oce-aspect nT testing' and:generalizabidify is the cneed 'to be are-

44-

ful about, exrecting the same results with a test.or tests different from the
tes5or tests used as, dependent variables. Just NEause,yourstudents did
well, for ipstancd, on onetest Of" aritical thinking doesn't nectssarily, mean
they will doe'well on,another. -4c1s.b., testing mhy.interact with the treatment.

...Taking a pretest may sensitize Students. to the content of an Enetgy,Unit so
that they learn more than if they had not been pretested-I' This is'a poten-
ial thTeat.only if a pretest is not always given with the unit. The poSt-
tdst.May also provide a'"learning".effect,but this is rarely 'a problem in

'classroom research as ,testing 'following a set,of learning activities is

comnion The .time' -of testing may, hdwever be important. How well students
tln a test may depend on whether it's given right at the end of a unit or

two iJeeka,or six months later.

;..tst,.
a

Most of theSe threats to external validity can be minimized. Common

sense solutions involve such, things as not letting the students know they
are part, of a research project (this can raise ethical.problem.,- if the con-

tent is exidtrimental and possibly olltctionable to some parents, Or if par-
ticipation in ,4eour.project might keeptudents from learning thin s expected
of them by parents, other teachers, or.sChool dIstrict requirement ) or, if

it is not possible to disguise the use of new materials, by also using "new
appearing" materials in your control group(s) if any are used. Again, rep-

lication is vital to determining: if you will obtain the same results with
groups of students with different characteristics, but similar to those

students you might teach, or at different points in time or after continued
use. 'As mentioned above, looking at subgroups of students can also be help-
ful (but be caref61 of the regression effect) in determining how generaliz-
able your results ate..

Statistics

Do you need to know statistics to do valid classroom research? Not

You do mil. It may be helpful to be able to compute some simple descrip-
tive Statistics: measures of the central tendency f scores for your group-
such as the mean (the arithmetic average), the me ian (the point above and
below which fifty percent of the scores fall), o the mnde (the most fre-

quently occurring score)--or or'th 6. spersio or spread of scores--such
as the_range (the highest minus the owest core plus 1) ancthe standard
deviation the meaQ squared deviationA out the mean--a somewhat more com-
plicated statistic A scribed in very elementary educational-statistics
book):

Measures of dispersion are particularly impOrtant in determining if

13
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your'treatment is effective for all student. You may find that whether .7116,

the central tendenCy orthe scores changes or not, the dispersion has, because

some students do particularly well with your treatment and/or° others do partic-:

ularly poorly with, it, .".

If you do use- measures of central tendency'and,d1spersion; be'wary that

ypu do hat depend on them too heavily, =2elfancecondescriptive statistics

can obscure-many-interesting insightS into what has happened to yqur class

as a result` of the treatplent.. St4.1,1'-inspact your. data (for eiample, examin-

ing 'individual tests)<and use your'weaLth of knowledge about your students,

your ,school, and your eaching to interpret ;be results: ,You may.find;yOurself
.

Calking to students CO'discover answers toquestions raised by your inspec-

'tion:of the data. Why did the girls_ do better or more_pqoily on an

y,nergy Unit?) .This is an important datazgathering technique--one that ed-

ticational researchers. often feel uncomfortable using because'they have been

.educated to be concerned about naintaining a formal design and_dat.a-collecting

techniques.

Well, how about inferential "statistics, suchas analysis.of variance?

These are of little use for classroom tesearth such as discussed in tciis paper.

Techniques silch,as a alysis of variance are used ta'determine whether your

results might have cuered by chance if your groups had been drawn randomly

from the same popul tion. Not only will teachers doipg classroom research

rarely have the cha ce to. 4elect their groups randomly, but they are not

,Likely to be intere.ted in generalizing to broad populations as educational

researqhers,ara:(bUt who, .Alds., often also lack randomly selected groups).

A better bet fdr the teacher is to specify ahead'of time what changes wild

be eduoatiOnally meaningful (e.g., How many more of my students must hand in

their homek befort I adopt the new method of giving homework assignments?)

and then check your results against that criterion. Educational) significance

is much more important in the clas,sroom setting than statistical significance.

And using replication to establish that the'tesults can be attained agAin is

more powerful than statistical analySis, too. ,

`.¢

If you do know about inferential statistics, especially nonparametric

ones (ones that make no asStmptions about the populations from which your

groups are drawn) such as chisquare, don't hesitate to use them. YQU may

want to ask, for example, how likely it is that a particular distribution of ,

scores could have occurred by chance: Or analysis-of covariance can be of.

some assistance by making .statistical adjuStments for initial differences

between treatment and control groups. But don't become over- reliant on in-

ferential Statistics so that questions of educa,tAinal significance are over-
&

looked, or so that you don't trust your own insig ,rs into what happened,

Remember, too, that the inferential statistics model is basically a.yes-

no, decision-making one--i.e., Can the result be accepted as non-chance or ,

not? Teachers will probably more often be doing research from a developmental

model. They will often be asking questions such as; "How can I improve this'

unit?", not "Should I teach this unit at all?" Inferential statistics are not

much help with the former type of 'question.

14.



Conclusion -

. .. Using your.6wn intellectual resources to examine your data,...to cointee-

'plate what went.on.during the treatment, and to interpret the and

using informal ways of determining how and why your students reacted a they

did, are critical. The threats to experimental validity discussed in this

,t.

'paper may help, you to be aware of possible errors and take them intif ccount

Aiinrawing conclusions about a treatment's effectiveness and the EX nt to
.- /

which it is' generalizable to other classes you will teach. The dcuOssion
of threats is meant, as is the discussion of,desigris, as an aid tb teachers

..

,a.

concerned with-making sou d judgments about.the'curricuIar and instructiorial

iss'des that concern t

-;!,
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